Other Contact Tabs
Created with a trial version of ScreenSteps
Other tabs are specified with types of contact. There might be as many other tabs as much of contact types
are added to that contact. All of that tabs has optional fields and tabs.

Number of other tabs

When we create the contact we select this three check boxes so three new tabs appear.

View of Client tab - befor Save or Apply

You dont need to fill up Folder name in this step. The Folder name is autmoaticaly retaken from the
company or person Name.
All field in the section above are optional (instead of Folder name and Description).

Number of other tabs
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Other Contact Tabs

View of Client tab - after Save or Apply

1. Header of contact type
a. Status - user definable field. It might has values like "Potential, Current, Archived".
b. Ref. Id - unique Id for selected contact folder (in this case Client).
c. Edit - for editing the contact type name and description.
2. Tabs related to this contact. All of that tabs might be removed or kept depending on user setting. For
more info about this tabs see the ${wiki:Finder} section.
3. All field in this section are optional and you can have whatever you want here.
4. Responsible users - see bellow.

Responsible users

If there is some of the users (your employees - the system users) which are related with the created client.
There might be in this section.
Fields:
User - system user (probably your employee).
Role - role of user (or relationship) in connection with client. This role depends on User setting and the
Contact type. The roles listed in this column is the intersection of the User setting and the Contact
type.

View of Client tab - after Save or Apply
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Other Contact Tabs
Note
Primary
Functions:
1. Add new related user - by clicking the plus icon.
2. Remove related user - by clicking the cross icon.

Responsible users
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